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Opportunities and challenges in the use of personal health data for health research

Matthew J Bietz1,2, Cinnamon S Bloss2,3,4, Scout Calvert5, Job G Godino2,4, Judith Gregory1, Michael P Claffey6, Jerry Sheehan7, and Kevin Patrick2,4

Objective: Understand barriers to the use of personal health data (PHD) in research from the perspective of three stakeholder groups: early adopter individuals who track data about their health, researchers who may use PHD as part of their research, and companies that market self-tracking devices, apps or services, and aggregate and manage the data that are generated.

Materials and Methods: A targeted convenience sample of 465 individuals and 134 researchers completed an extensive online survey. Thirty-five hour-long semi-structured qualitative interviews were conducted with a subset of 11 individuals and 9 researchers, as well as 15 company/key informants. Results: Challenges to the use of PHD for research were identified in six areas: data ownership; data access for research; privacy; informed consent and ethics; research methods and data quality; and the unpredictable nature of the rapidly evolving ecosystem of devices, apps, and other services that leave “digital footprints.” Individuals reported willingness to anonymously share PHD if it would be used to advance research for the good of the public. Researchers were enthusiastic about using PHD for research, but noted barriers related to intellectual property, licensing, and the need for legal agreements with companies. Companies were interested in research but stressed that their first priority was maintaining customer relationships.

Conclusion: Although challenges exist in leveraging PHD for research, there are many opportunities for stakeholder engagement, and experimentation with these data is already taking place. These early examples foreshadow a much larger set of activities with the potential to positively transform how health research is conducted.
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INTRODUCTION

Consumer-oriented electronic devices, apps, and services are now able to capture a variety of parameters directly relevant to human health. Advances in microtechnology, data processing and storage, wireless communication and networking infrastructure, and battery capacity have resulted in the proliferation of devices that have made it possible for individuals to produce ever-larger streams of data across the lifespan, throughout the course of health and illness, and in a geospatial context. Applications designed to collect, store, and analyze these personal health data (PHD) have proliferated and are increasingly being used by a wide range of individuals for self-tracking. In early 2013, the Pew Research Center’s Tracking for Health study found that 69% of Americans track some form of health-related information and 21% use a digital device to do so.1 In addition to self-tracked PHD, more and more data about individuals are being captured passively as people surf the web, communicate with one another on social networks, make financial transactions, or conduct other activities that leave “digital footprints.”2

Nearly all of the electronic devices, apps, and services that collect and store PHD are outside the mainstream of traditional health care or public health research.3 This includes everything from small start-ups to globally active consumer electronics, telecommunications, and search-oriented or social network corporations. Concurrently, there seems to be an increasing willingness for individuals to share their PHD with others.

This can be seen in the Quantified Self movement, where individuals meet to share insights gained from their self-tracking activities.4 Additionally, many people now share their data with those who have similar medical conditions in the context of online groups such as PatientsLikeMe5 or Crohnology6 to learn as much as possible about their shared health concerns. The trend for sharing extends to opening up PHD to see what insights others might see in them, as exemplified by the Open Humans Project.7

New Opportunities and Challenges for Research

The growing amount of PHD presents an opportunity to move beyond the use of population-level data for simple descriptive epidemiology to its use for making causal inferences. Fundamental principles of epidemiology pertaining to how causality should be determined were developed at a time when health-related measures were infrequently collected and expensive in terms of time, materials, and participant burden.8 These barriers are now often dramatically reduced by the increasing ubiquity of PHD. We increasingly have sufficient data on a variety of determinants of health such that we may be on the cusp of a new form of establishing causality, akin to how researchers in fields like atmospheric science or economics make predictions about future events from the models they develop on ever-changing real-time data sets.

These new methods of acquiring data and approaching research raise new challenges but also familiar issues, including data access, privacy, and consent. Privacy norms and expectations are becoming more diverse, stretched in opposite directions by opposing trends. On one hand, sharing is common in an era of online communication and social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest. On the other hand, there may be increased desire for attention to privacy as a result of adverse media events such as those that surrounded the National Security Agency data collection efforts.9 Closely related to
privacy is the need for informed consent in order to maintain public trust in the research enterprise. For researchers, data access becomes complicated when researchers acquire data from third parties rather than collect it directly. The scientific method is based on full transparency in data generation, manipulation, and analysis. Entities with a vested interest in protecting their intellectual property may refuse to open the black boxes of their proprietary software and algorithms, making it difficult, if not impossible to interpret the data, establish its validity, and replicate research. Whereas big data technologies in physics and genomics were largely developed by academics with funds from public agencies, almost all of the resources relevant to PHD are commercially developed and are subject to a variety of intellectual property and licensing restrictions.

The Current Project

In mid-2013, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation funded the Health Data Exploration (HDE) project to gain insights into how various stakeholder groups think about PHD and its use for research. Stakeholders included individuals who track data about their health; researchers who might use the data as part of their research; and companies that market self-tracking devices, apps or services to aggregate and manage the data that are generated. For individuals, the aim was to understand experiences with health tracking, the kinds of data that are tracked, and attitudes toward data sharing and privacy. For researchers, the aim was to understand the kinds of data that would be useful for re-search, concerns about data quality and reliability, and perceived barriers to their use of PHD. For companies, the aim was to understand what data are collected; the legal, policy, and business concerns around these data; and the overall willingness and ability to make data available to external researchers. This project was conducted from the perspective that research using new forms of PHD would not supplant current efforts to understand health, but rather that these new forms may complement and add value to these data; and the overall willingness and ability to make data available to external researchers. The study aim was to collect information regarding the use of PHD for research from individuals with actual experience in this area, in other words, individuals and researchers who were already generating or using digital self-tracking data. These are, however, essentially “hid-den” populations: there are no lists of self-trackers from which we could draw a sample, and since this is a relatively new field, there are only a small percentage of these early adopters in the general population. For this reason, we chose to use a targeted convenience sampling strategy, recruiting participants through postings on self-tracking-related web pages, relevant press releases, and topical social-media channels including blogs and tweets. In order to address the possible biases resulting from this sampling strategy we asked demographic questions that enabled comparisons to the general population. In addition, we also asked questions that were included in the Pew Research Center’s “Tracking for Health” study in order to calibrate our sample against Pew’s national sample.1 Individuals were offered participation in a drawing for an iPad or Android tablet as an incentive for participation.

METHODS

This project was reviewed by the institutional review board (IRB) of the University of California, San Diego via the UC Reliance Registry (UC IRB Reliance #711) and was approved by University of California, San Diego and the University of California, Irvine.

Overview

An environmental scan was conducted to identify HDE-related peer-reviewed and other scientific publications, foundation reports, government reports, and key thought pieces in the popular media and other sources. These efforts overlapped with the deployment of an online survey to individuals and researchers that was conducted from August 1, 2013 to September 11, 2013. In addition, in-depth interviews were conducted with researchers, individuals, and company/key informants to develop a deeper understanding of themes that arose in the survey, in discussions with advisory board members, and in the literature review. Based upon the results of these efforts, several opportunities and challenges related to progress in the field of PHD were identified and are presented here.

Surveys

Surveys were designed to elucidate attitudes and experiences with self-tracking data for both individuals and researchers. Survey instruments explored a set of high-level research questions developed by the research team. These instruments were pilot-tested for comprehension, logic, and time required to complete. This was done in three phases: first using think-aloud protocols as pilot participants took the survey on paper; second, deployment of an early draft of the online survey to explore usability and comprehension; and finally, deployment of a near-final version of the survey to test any changes that had been made and confirm that the survey was an appropriate length. The survey was also reviewed by an external expert in survey research design before deployment. The high-level questions and full survey instruments are included in the Supplementary Materials. Surveys were administered via the web using a local installation of LimeSurvey, an open-source survey management and analysis platform.2 At the survey’s conclusion, respondents who were interested in a follow-up interview could choose to provide contact information in a web form that was separate from the survey, in order to protect their anonymity.

Targeted Sampling

Standardized interview protocols were developed for use with each of the three stakeholder groups. Interviews with individuals and re-searchers were designed to complement the surveys by providing richness to the findings and eliciting data that would be difficult to collect in a survey. Company/key informant interviews included experts in the area of PHD, as well as representatives of a range of companies that provide personal health devices, apps, or services. The intent was to gauge companies’ willingness to participate in collaborations with academic researchers and understand the business, technological, and social factors that affect their decision-making. Thus, semi-structured qualitative interview protocols were developed based on the same set of high-level questions that drove initial survey design, as well as preliminary analyses of the survey data that were collected.

Potential individual and researcher interviewees were selected from among those who completed the survey and were willing to be contacted for follow-up interviews. A stratified random sample of individuals was selected to ensure equal numbers of men and women and a variety of research interests. Potential participants were invited to participate by email or phone. Interviews were conducted by phone or in person and were audio-recorded and transcribed. Representatives of central organizations in the PHD economy and key informants were selected for interviews based on their personal
Data and Statistical Analyses
All analyses were conducted using the statistical software package R. Percentages, two-sided t-tests, Mann–Whitney U-tests, or chi-square tests were used to describe and compare survey responses. All P-values are uncorrected for multiple testing. Interview data were analyzed from a grounded theory approach using the Dedoose software package.11,12

RESULTS
Individuals
Sample Characterization
A total of 465 individuals completed the survey and 11 of these individuals were interviewed. Demographic statistics and descriptors that characterize the nature and degree of self-tracking in this cohort are provided in Table 1. As shown, the targeted sampling strategy was effective at recruiting a sample of individuals in which self-tracking was relatively common (91%). Although this was the goal of the project, it should be emphasized that our results are based on data from early adopters who are likely generally healthy, and thus, important additional viewpoints, including additional concerns and issues, may emerge as use of these technologies expands.

Survey Results
The most common types of data tracked were exercise, diet, weight, athletic activity, and sleep (Figure 1). Participants reported a higher frequency of tracking for general health than tracking to manage a medical condition or chronic disease. Cell phone apps were more commonly used than websites for tracking, and both were more commonly used than paper or “in your head” tracking. We also found that the use of cell-phone apps for self-tracking correlated with age, with 100% of the 18–25 year-olds who reported any self-tracking indicating that they did so using cell phone apps compared to only 18% of those over age 65 years. The use of cell phone apps for tracking health did not significantly differ by income group.

Results of survey items that asked participants about perceived data ownership are shown in Table 2. Over half of respondents believed they owned all their data, and with respect to data sharing, 45% reported sharing their health tracking data with someone, either online or offline (Figure 2). Relevant to this finding, a theme that emerged from the interviews was that while individuals felt their self-tracking data could be useful to share with healthcare providers, they perceived that providers had little interest in it. Respondents reported a general willingness to share their data for use in research (Table 2). Exploring this further, participants reported that they were more willing to share data for use in a scientific study that they found interesting versus one they found uninteresting (P = 0.007). There was no difference between general willingness to share and willingness to “donate your personal health and activity data to a scientific database.” When asked about compensation, 56% of the participants said they would be “more” or “much more” likely to share data if they were compensated (Table 2). Many respondents also reported an aversion to commercial or profit-making use of their data.

In terms of privacy, 68% of respondents would only share their data “if privacy were assured” (Table 2). Responses also suggested that not all data are perceived as being equally sensitive, with at least one participant noting a fundamental difference between providing Global Positioning System (GPS) data capability for determining routes taken and providing data on the number of steps taken. Interviewees also often reported being more trusting of universities (vs companies), assuming ethical and regulatory processes were in place in such environments.

Researchers
Sample Characterization
A total of 134 researchers completed the survey and 9 of these researchers were interviewed. Demographic and other descriptive statistics are shown in Table 3.

Survey Results
Generally, the categories of data that were found to be most frequently tracked by individuals were types of data that were reported to be useful by researchers. Importantly, however, some of the data types considered most useful by researchers (e.g., vital signs, stress levels, and mood; Figure 3) were less likely to be self-tracked by individuals. The potential usefulness of these data was echoed in the interviews, with many researchers detailing the ways that these data can fill in gaps in more traditional clinical data collection. A clear theme that emerged was that self-tracking data could provide better measures of everyday behavior and lifestyle. Researchers also reported that aggregating data from multiple sources would be beneficial, including linking of PHD with clinical data.
Researchers were also open to non-traditional data and data sources (Table 4). Cited barriers to the use of PHD for research were intellectual property concerns, licensing, and establishing the legal agreements necessary when collaborating with companies.

Researchers also reported being concerned with the kinds of data they may get from companies, including the lack of standardization, potential problems with proprietary algorithms, and that most of the consumer-level health devices have not gone through a validation...
process. There was also concern about potential biases in datasets of PHD due to self-selection of early adopter users who can afford new technologies, or may otherwise not be representative of a general population.

Companies and Key Informants
A total of 15 interviews were conducted with companies and key informants. The companies ranged from small start-ups to very large publicly traded entities in the online media and health information space. A major theme that emerged from these interviews was that for companies, advancing research is a worthy goal, but not a primary concern. Thus, any collaboration with researchers or sharing of research data needs to respect the company’s business model and goals. Furthermore, despite their technically advanced nature, some seemed reluctant to devote the resources necessary to support data export unless it serves a direct business purpose. Companies were also very concerned about customer relationships, and sharing data outside of the company presents a risk of loss of customer trust. Some companies acknowledged that collaborating with an academic institution can help provide credibility in the marketplace, but others emphasized the difficult and lengthy process required to develop such relationships.

While there was no consensus on the best approach, company and key informants, more than the other cohorts, highlighted the complexity of privacy, informed consent, and personal data. What became clear was that there is a deep intertwining of data privacy, IRBs, informed consent, licensing agreements, network and database security, HIPAA, and other legal frameworks, user interface design, corporate policies, and customer relations.

**DISCUSSION**

Taken together, there appear to be many opportunities for, and considerable enthusiasm about, the potential for leveraging PHD for health research. Challenges to the use of PHD for health research were identified in the following six areas: data ownership; data access for research; privacy; informed consent and ethics; research methods and data quality; and issues related to an evolving ecosystem of devices, apps, and other services that leave “digital footprints.” Nonetheless, many of the individuals interviewed considered these challenges surmountable and viewed them as opportunities for stakeholder engagement to improve knowledge, practice, and policy-level efforts that support PHD use. While some of these issues overlap with one another, what follows are suggested approaches to begin to address each area.

**Data Ownership**

Important differences exist with respect to how individuals and companies view ownership of PHD. In the survey of individuals, we found that some did not care who owned the data they generate, although a clear majority wanted to own or at least share ownership of the data with companies. Importantly, many thought that they actually did own these data, even though many have almost certainly entered into “click-through” agreements in which they have given those rights away to companies. While this difference of opinion and/or perception does not appear to be a major barrier at present to growth in use of self-tracking technologies, it may foreshadow a deeper divide between public attitudes and corporate practices that would benefit from future policy-making in this area. Such policies may become increasingly important as researchers move to combine PHD with more traditional forms of health data, such as electronic health records.

**Data Access for Research**

Although individuals expressed concern about maintaining their privacy, they conveyed considerable willingness to have their PHD shared.

---

**Table 3: Demographics and sector/expertise characterization (researchers, M = 134)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>HDE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (% Female)</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Sciences</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Humanities</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-profit</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Leader</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Staff</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not currently doing research</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with and used by researchers. Their main concerns related to commercial uses of their PHD, to which many had an aversion. Both researchers and companies noted that even when there is general willingness to share PHD, accomplishing this can be an arduous task due to regulatory and legal constraints. IRBs must be willing to accept data collection practices of third parties, something that has come under scrutiny after high-profile cases like the Facebook emotional contagion experiment. Creating the right contract language, material transfer agreements, or other documentation that satisfies both corporate counsel as well as the research partners is challenging. There is a need for new technology and policy solutions that ease the movement of data between companies and researchers while protecting the rights of individuals. Other strategies include advancing and fostering the adoption of language for data use agreements and terms of service that make it easier for companies to respond if a customer desires to make their data available for research. This latter approach, used in the recently released Apple ResearchKit, allows researchers interested in PHD to recruit participants into a study as long as participants are willing to release their data for study purposes. Finally, the notion of some form of data repository or data commons surfaced in several interviews and may be worthy of further attention.

Privacy

Policies and practices that relate to privacy of health information that emerged in the era of medical records, clinical trials, and periodic public health surveys may be insufficient at this time when more and more PHD are being produced. Users of self-tracking technologies are frequently unaware of the details of data access to which they agree in the context of clicking “accept” to terms of use. Even with an awareness of data access issues and permissions, it is often difficult to predict effects on privacy. For example, while data may be anonymized before being shared, there is a very real risk of revealing a person’s identity if two or more sources of personal data are combined. In this unsettled policy and technology environment, there is also little understanding of the nature and degree of actual risks, if any, associated with re-identification and/or other breaches of PHD privacy.

Several activities that specifically address recommendations about how to handle privacy issues for PHD might help protect the availability of these forms of data for research aimed at improving the public good. First, additional research is needed to help unpack and understand user expectations regarding the privacy of their PHD. This understanding can then help inform conversations aimed at establishing norms of use. Second, there is a need to develop appropriate education and outreach materials to help in discussions about the realties and challenges of digital anonymity. Third, tools need to be developed to enhance user control of data, awareness of sharing, and notification of findings derived from the use of PHD in research. These controls are an essential condition for establishing the trust needed to assure that data donation is not a one-time occurrence.
Informed Consent and Ethics
Just as these new forms of data raise new questions about data privacy, they also create new questions for the ethics of research. Most of the current framing of research ethics comes from a predigital era. The very characteristics that make PHD valuable for research also make it ethically challenging. PHD provides a high level of detail about the everyday activities of individuals. Large amounts of data can be collected at relatively low cost, and many of the sensors and digital traces are generated without active engagement (or even awareness) by participants. The same devices and apps that generate PHD are also platforms for delivering information to users, providing an opportunity for intervention experiments with a sample size that was previously impractical, if not impossible. While some academic communities have considered these issues and developed ethics guidelines for internet research, there does not appear to be broad awareness or adoption of such recommendations in health research or by IRBs. There is a need for high-level, interdisciplinary efforts to revisit fundamental ethics principles, consider how they apply to these new modalities of research, and update the procedures and recommendations that guide researchers and IRBs. Simultaneously, there is an opportunity for experimentation with new models and technologies of informed consent, de-identification, and trusted sharing that can balance respect for the individual with the scientific potential of PHD.

Research Methods and Data Quality
Several informants identified obstacles that relate to PHD research methods. One of the most common concerns is about validity and reli-ability of the data given the wide variety of sensors and devices that are now in use to capture PHD. Unlike medical devices that undergo a rigorous FDA approval process, consumer-level health devices and apps only need pass the test of the marketplace to become widely used. For some types of research such as population-level monitoring of general trends in physical activity, consumer-level pedometers, or wearable activity trackers may be acceptable. However, if PHD is to be coupled with more traditional forms of health data (e.g., clinical trial data) and then used to improve health interventions, more will need to be known about how well PHD devices and apps represent the underlying con-structs they aim to measure. A related concern is the potential bias in PHD that derives from who uses personal health devices and who does not. Along these lines, it should be emphasized that our results are based on data from early adopters who are likely generally healthy. Important additional viewpoints, including additional concerns and is-sues, may emerge as use of these technologies expands. It remains to be seen how generalizable these data are to the general population.

An Evolving Ecosystem
Finally, the field of PHD collection and use is an area in flux. In many ways this is more of an opportunity than a challenge, as it gives all stakeholders an opportunity to impact the landscape as it evolves. One area of significant change will be in the area of self-tracking technologies themselves. Some of the issues researchers highlighted around the validity of the data and lack of standardization will be addressed as the consumer health device, apps, and services market matures. We also expect that as policies are developed, laws are written, and standard practices emerge, some of the uncertainty around data ownership, privacy, and ethics will lessen.

CONCLUSION
Creative solutions must be found that allow individual rights to be respected while providing access to high-quality and relevant PHD for research, that balance open science with intellectual property, and that enable productive and mutually beneficial collaborations between the private sector and the academy. A great deal of experimentation is taking place that is working toward these goals. Findings from this project suggest that the public good can be served by these advances, but that there is also work to be done to ensure that policy, legal, and technological developments enhance the potential to generate knowledge out of PHD, and ultimately, improve health and well-being.
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